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Immortally Yours
After 700 years of life, Marguerite Argeneau finally starts a career.
She's training to be a private investigator, and her first assignment is
to find an immortal's mother. It seems simple enough, until
Marguerite wakes up one evening to find herself at the wrong end of
a sword. Now she realizes she's in way over her head. Original.
Coming & Going and Waiting is about Death, Life and Grief. Most
of the poems in this collection are written in a universal style,
inviting the reader to relive his own painful experiences with death,
surrender to grief, and move past the pain to embrace life again.
When someone you love dies, grief takes up permanent residence in
your soul. The pain never goes away. The only question is how you
will cope with this sorrow-Coming & Going and Waiting is a
journey through this darkness. Not only do the poems walk you
through the stages of grief, they also celebrate life and honor those
we have loved & lost and will someday see again. If someone you
know has lost a loved one, this poetry collection would make a
thoughtful gift. Unlike flowers or a sympathy card, these poems can
be there on days when the survivor needs to give into the pain and
express his anguish-and many times this period of mourning occurs
months, even years, after the loved one has died. "If my poetry
makes you cry, then I have succeeded in my purpose. The only way
to heal from grief is to grieve."-Heather Gross
Includes stories "I Will " by Lisa Kleypas, "Three French Hens" by
Lynsay Sands, and "Father Christmas" by Leigh Greenwood.
Surviving the accident that Elizabeth thought had killed him,
William White has staged the Virtual Reality Fair to win Elizabeth
back and plans to make her pay for everything she put him through.
Original.
The Chase
A Historical Christmas Present
A Romance Anthology
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Laken
A Thesis Consisting of Two Original Full-length Plays Entitled
"Build No Fence Around Me", and "The Golden Mountain".

New York Times bestselling series! Laugh out loud
with the biker witches in this fabulously fun short
story! Accidental demon slayer Lizzie Brown
discovers a haunted biker bar and comes face-toface with the ghosts of her past, as well as an
unexpected threat from someone she'd considered a
friend. REVIEWS “Fabulously fun” -The Chicago
Tribune "Fun, humorous, and reminiscent of
Charlaine Harris or Kim Harrison's books."
-Sacramento Book Review “Fox has a genuine gift
for creating dangerously hilarious drama.” -RT Book
Reviews “A fast, savvy, hilarious romp through a
real world populated by paranormal mischief...Fox is
one of my new favorite paranormal authors." -Pop
Syndicate ALSO BY ANGIE FOX: BIKER WITCHES
SERIES: The Accidental Demon Slayer (Book #1) The
Dangerous Book for Demon Slayers (Book #2) A Tale
of Two Demon Slayers (Book #3) The Last of the
Demon Slayers (Book #4) I Brake for Biker Witches
(Novella) My Big Fat Demon Slayer Wedding (Book
#5) The Tenth Dark Lord 'A Leaping: Lizzie and
Dimitri's first Christmas (Novella) Beverly Hills
Demon Slayer (Book #6) Night of the Living Demon
Slayer (Book #7) Date with a Demon Slayer (Novella)
I Dream of Demon Slayers (Book #8) - coming soon!
THE SOUTHERN GHOST HUNTER SERIES Southern
Spirits A Ghostly Gift (Novella) The Skeleton in the
Closet Ghost of a Chance (Novella) The Haunted
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Heist Deader Homes and Gardens - coming fall 2016!
THE MONSTER MASH TRILOGY: Immortally Yours
Immortally Embraced Immortally Ever After
Thrilling, witty, and oh-so-sexy, Lynsay Sands’
Argeneau novel brings together a beautiful Immortal
and the man who is her destiny… For someone
who’s been around for over a hundred and forty
years, immortal Elspeth Argeneau hasn’t done a
whole lot of living. Now that she’s moved away from
her controlling mother, she’s tracking down rogue
vampires and enjoying some overdue freedom. A
fling would be fun. A life mate can wait. Yet to
Elspeth’s surprise, her landlady’s hot grandson
checks both boxes. Wyatt fell instantly in love with
Elspeth four years ago. He’s stunned to run into her
again, especially as she has no memory of him. Then
again, there are a lot of things about Elspeth that
don’t make sense, like the miraculous speed with
which her wounds heal. And the chemistry that
transforms every touch into an explosion of desire.
But with mysterious “accidents” besieging Elspeth,
the ex-Special Forces soldier appoints himself her
bodyguard. But time is running out to uncover the
truth about her enemies—and rediscover the man
determined to love her for eternity.
When the stories of a vampire who is writing the
biographies of his kin are mistaken for romances,
the vampire's publisher forces him to go to a
romance convention—where he finds a romance of
his own!
Immortally YoursAn Argeneau NovelHarperCollins
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Vampire, Interrupted
Love Bites
Deadly Terror
Plants in Our Lives
Immortally Yours

Ancient gods. Modern war. And a star-crossed
couple who could use some divine intervention.
The day I was drafted into the army of the gods,
all I knew about being a MASH surgeon was
what I’d learned from Hawkeye Pierce and Hot
Lips Houlihan. Now here I am, Dr. Petra
Robichaud, in the middle of an immortal war,
assigned to a MASH camp with a nosy sphinx, a
vegetarian werewolf, and an uptight vampire
who really needs to get a life. At least they’re
all too busy with their own dramas to discover
my secret: I can see the dead. It’s a forbidden
gift, one that can get me killed, so I haven’t
told a soul. Until the arrestingly intense Galen
arrives on my operating table, half-dead and
totally to-die-for. When his spirit tries to slip
out of his fatally wounded body, I impulsively
slip it back in. Call it a rash resurrection. One
I’ll live to regret. Now Commander Galen of
Delphi knows my secret, and he’s convinced I’m
part of an ancient prophecy—one that can end
the war for good. But taking a chance could
cost me everything. And it would be easier to
convince him to leave me alone, except now the
prophecies are starting to come true… Warning:
This novel contains a hefty dose of danger,
drama, practical jokes, pet swamp lizards,
brooding demigods, adventure, romance, and
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heart—in a MASH camp where everybody knows
your business. *The core of this book was
originally called Immortally Yours, published by
St. Martin's Press in 2012. The author has
rewritten it into the way she always envisioned
the story to be, which means it is now a
romantic comedy instead of an angsty book.
Oh, and there are a lot more pet swamp lizards,
too.
As one of the most ancient in the Argeneau
clan, Cale Valens has given up on finding a life
mate. His friends and family, however, have
not. In fact, they believe they've finally found
his perfect match. Getting them together,
however, requires one little white lie ...
Alexandra Willan is in a panic. Her restaurant is
due to open in two weeks, but her chef just
walked out. Then a highly recommended
replacement arrives, an impossibly handsome
culinary genius who sends electric tingles
racing through her body ... Except he can't
cook. In fact, Cale hasn't eaten real food in two
thousand years. Yet he's determined to prove
to Alex his prowess in the kitchen ... and
elsewhere. Because never has he hungered so
for any mortal woman. And not just for a taste
of her, but for the whole delicious feast!
Ballerina finds there are many more causes for
celebration during death than there had been in
life. She can do anything and does. Nothing
holds her back from realizing all those dreams
she had during the day and at night; from the
meek child to a successful world renowned
dancer who performed for Presidents and
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Queens among other royalty. But now, traveling
through the afterlife alone, Ballerina finds there
are better ways to achieve success in places
that are both familiar as the back of her hand
and otherworldly as they come...
Offers stories that look into a world of ancient
desires and forbidden pleasures, with men of
mystery, seductive women, and wild creatures.
An Argeneau Novel
3 Novellas
Immortal Unchained
Eternal Lover
I Brake for Biker Witches

That hot guy tied to Lissianna Argeneau's bed? He's not
dessert—he's the main course! Lissianna has been
spending her centuries pining for Mr. Right, not just a
quick snack, and this sexy guy she finds in her bed looks
like he might be a candidate. But there's another, more
pressing issue: her tendency to faint at the sight of
blood…an especially annoying quirk for a vampire. Of
course it doesn't hurt that this man has a deliciouslooking neck. What kind of cold-blooded vampire woman
could resist a bite of that? Dr. Gregory Hewitt recovers
from the shock of waking up in a stranger's bedroom
pretty quickly—once he sees a gorgeous woman about to
treat him to a wild night of passion. But is it possible for
the good doctor to find true love with a vampire vixen, or
will he be just a good meal? That's a question Dr. Greg
might be willing to sink his teeth into…if he can just get
Lissianna to bite.
Human surgeon Petra Robichaud is the only person on
the front lines of the war between the immortals that can
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speak with the dead, and for this reason, she is destined
to end the battle between the gods, if only she can avoid
being distracted by sexy demi-god Commander Galen.
Original.
In the latest Argeneau novel from New York Times
bestselling author Lynsay Sands, an immortal and her
mortal pilot are on the run from hungry vampires...and
discover they’re life mates along the way. Jet Lassiter
likes being a pilot for Argeneau Inc. Perks included
travelling to exotic locations and meeting interesting
people, even if they are the blood-sucking kind. He’s
living the good life, until his plane goes down in the
mountains and four of his passengers are gravely
injured. They need blood to heal... and Jet is the only
source. Quinn Peters never wanted to be immortal. Once
a renowned heart surgeon, she was turned against her
will and now she has to drink blood to survive. Before
she can ask how her “life” can get any worse, she’s in a
plane crash. One of the few survivors, Quinn is
desperate to get the mortal pilot to safety before her
fellow immortals succumb to their blood lust and drain
Jet dry. But hungry vampires are the least of their
worries—the crash wasn’t an accident, and someone is
trying to kill Quinn. Will she and Jet find their happily
ever after as life mates, or will her assassin find her first?
In a spellbinding new Argeneau novel from New York
Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands, a dangerous
rescue is just the beginning of red-hot adventure… Ever
since Domitian Argenis recognized Sarita as his life
mate, he’s been waiting for the perfect moment to claim
her. Those fantasies did not include him being chained to
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a table in a secret lab or both of them being held hostage
by a mad scientist. Somehow, they have to escape…
Sarita has seen some crazy things as a cop, but nothing
to rival Domitian. A vampire? Seriously? But his healing
ability, incredible powers, and their mind-blowing
physical connection—none of it should be possible, yet
her body knows differently. Now, not only do they have
to save each other, but other innocent lives are at stake.
Failure is not an option, for Sarita intends that Domitian
show her exactly what an eternity of pleasure feels like…
To Several Persons, Occasionally Distributed in Subjects
Philosophicall, Historicall & Morall,
A Quick Bite
Twice Bitten
Immortal Born
Immortally Yours Angie Fox IN THE WAR
BETWEEN THE GODS... No one patches up the
incoming wounded like Dr. Petra Robichaud.
Recruited by the gods for her uncanny
medical skills, she's the best M*A*S*H
surgeon in the army. Along with a nosy
guard sphinx,vegetarian werewolf, and
otherparanormal paramedics, she bandages
soldiers who are built like Greek gods
(literally). But when one sexy immortal
ends up on her operating table—half dead
and totally to-die-for—Petra's afraid
she'll lose her patient and her heart...
NOTHING IS MORE DANGEROUS THAN LOVE
Commander Galen of Delphi is one gorgeous
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but stubborn demi-god. When his spirit
tries to slip out of his fatally wounded
body, Dr. Petra has to slip it back
in—unwittingly revealing her ability to
see ghosts. Now that Galen knows her
secret, he's convinced she's part of an
ancient prophecy. If the oracles are
right, Petra could lead Galen's army to
peace. And if he seduces her on the way to
hell and back? Heaven knows—all's fair in
love and war...
Three related novellas, Life by Lizette,
Death by Delilah, and Giggles by Gabby,
tell the story of three different couples
who need a little help with matters of the
heart. Each has unique challenges, but by
utilizing creative solutions, almost
anything can be achieved. Life by Lizette
Death by Delilah Giggles by Gabby Lizette
has spent three hundred years on earth,
but this is her first time in a
therapist's office. She feels that life
has lost its meaning...and she's wants
advice on ending it. The moment Lizette
steps into his office, Colin knows he has
to help her. He also knows he has to have
her. Delilah Mills, a navy enlistee, is on
the verge of finding true love with the
help of her grandmother. The elder Delilah
can't resist the urge to meddle-even if
she's a ghost. Joshua Sparks, a naval
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officer discovers his crush on Delilah is
mutual. Now, the Navy says they can't
date. Gabrielle Sparks' dream job is a
nightmare. The only perk for the vibrant
extrovert is the hot guy who delivers
spring water. Jose Santiago carries giant
water bottles over one well-muscled
shoulder. Yet he takes on a superhero role
whenever anyone calls for
help...especially Gabby.
"It's a case of mistaken identities and
unmistakable attraction in New York Times
bestselling author Lynsay Sands' classic
historical romance, previously published
as The Reluctant Reformer! Lady Maggie
Wentworth must support herself as an
investigative reporter. Writing under
another name, she's been exposing the
notorious scandals of the ton--this time
it's the "working girls" of London. While
interviewing the women, a client enters,
and Maggie is shocked to see her beau. She
changes clothes with one of the girls and
flees out the window, only to be whisked
away by a stranger. Lord James is honoring
a deathbed promise: watch over his late
friend's sister. Following Maggie to a
house of ill repute, he's stunned to see
her emerge dressed as the notorious Lady
X! Hard times must have driven her to such
a desperate act, and he is intent on
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reforming the wanton chit. No amount of
protest will stop him from saving her
reputation. Now if only he can hold his
own desires in check--and keep himself
from falling in love"-When the heroine gets in the way of
someone trying to kill the hero, he must
make her a vampire to save her life. Then
he must teach her to love the night...and
him!
Renewal registrations. Literature, art,
film. Part 14A
Vampires Like It Hot
Zac
Dramas and Works Prepared for Oral
Delivery
A Mother's Way
Cursed to live forever, private detective Chase Michaels
has heard of love at first sight, but never love at first gun
shot. That's exactly what happens when Belle Gardner, the
woman he's been paid to find, pumps three shots right into
his chest. Drawn into a dark world where fairytales walk
the earth and things are seldom what they seem, the pair
find themselves on the run from her not-so-husband, evil
sorcerers, and two warring armies of Sidhe all aiming to
wipe them from the face of the earth. Torn between
fighting for his life, and giving in to the truth that Belle has
unlocked a part of him that he never thought existed -- his
heart -- Chase stands at a crossroads in his long life. Does
he protect the only person who might stand a chance at
breaking his curse, or does he discover if he can stand
being immortal if it means losing the one thing he's never
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had -- true love?
Something primal and instinctual pulls Laken Reid to
Corry. After months of watching her from afar, he finds it
harder and harder to keep his distance. The pain of being
separated from his soul's mate has become almost
unbearable. But when the enemy of his family learns of
Corry, Laken fears for her life. Can he keep her safe from
his own world? Or will they both fall at the hands of his
enemy? Corry Bowen has finally earned the freedom from
her husband, although there are blank spots in her memory
from that night. When a sexy male enters her life, she
thinks she may have finally found her dream man. But her
life quickly turns into a nightmare. In a few days she learns
not only are vampires real, but her new man just happens
to be one. Add to that his enemy determined to kill her to
punish Laken and his family, and she begins to wonder if
she can handle this new world. Can Corry walk away from
the male her heart and soul calls home? Or will she
sacrifice herself to keep him safe?
New York Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands brings
the heat in this new Argeneau novel, as one woman is
rescued by an irresistible immortal … “Vampires...” When
Raffaele Notte pulls a barely dressed, disoriented woman
from the ocean, the last thing he expects is for her to utter
that word. The immortal has come to the island resort to
help his cousin, but now, it seems, there are rogue
vampires dining on unsuspecting tourists. And he soon
realizes that not only is Jess a target, she’s also the life
mate he’s been waiting for… Vampires are real. Jess
would’ve never believed it until she saw them with her own
eyes. She knows she has to get off the island, and her
gallant rescuer has offered to help. There’s something
about Raffaele that’s unlike any man she has ever met, and
his touch sends pleasure through her that is beyond all
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imagining. But when Jess discovers who he really is, will
she risk life as she knows it for a chance of forever by his
side?
Introducing the "Immortally Yours" Novel - Discover NOW
The New Gothic Paranormal Romance by Amalia Altman!
Suspense - Mystery - Excitement! What is vengeance, if not
the darkness? What is love, if not the light? What is life, if
not for death? As an immortal (Isaac) struggles to reconcile
the sins of his past with the terror of his present an evil
force rises to strike him down and claim that eternal life for
itself. But, it isn't the darkness of the demon that haunts
him--it is the reality that he can't escape it forever. In the
binds of life and death, teetering on both sides with
uncertainty, a woman (Sophia) may be the deciding factor
in Isaac's ultimate end. Her love may bring him hope, but
her life may prove his downfall. Can the demons be
defeated by hubristic force or will the key to victory over
the darkness, be love in its purest form? Whose blood must
spill? Whose life must end? Can love transcend the infinite?
"Immortally Yours" is a gothic paranormal romance novel
of approximately 80,000 words. No cheating. Get This Book
FREE With Kindle Unlimited! Enjoy!
Loveday's Letters Domestick and Forrein
Immortally Yours, Ballerina
Catalog of Copyright Entries, Third Series
Hungry for You
The Monster MASH
After spending the last twelve years on the run from
them, Pearl finds herself depending on the same breed of
monsters who slaughtered her family. While keeping
herself safe from the creatures hunting her, she has to
guard her heart against a man she never expected to
desire. Zac knew the moment the fairy, Pearl, came
crashing into his life he'd never be the same. From the
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moment he looked into her pale blue eyes, his heart and
soul knew he'd found his mate. Now, he has to find a way
to keep her safe in his world - a world full of beings who
would kill to get their hands on her blood. Is a love that
could destroy them both worth the possible
consequences?
Irresistible chemistry and thrilling suspense combine in
this electrifying new installment in New York Times
bestselling author Lynsay Sands’ Argeneau series… One
hundred and twenty-five years is a long time to nurse a
crush. That’s how long it’s been since Beth Argenis first
met Cullen “Scotty” MacDonald and he instantly became
the star of her most X-rated dreams. Back then, he was
rescuing her from a Rogue Immortal. Now Beth’s a
Rogue Hunter—a damn good one. She doesn’t need
saving anymore, despite what Scotty thinks. What she
does need is the fierce, wild desire that finally erupts
between them. Scotty has hesitated to claim Beth as his
own. But one explosive kiss confirms what he’s long
suspected: She’s his life mate. But Beth is tough,
fearless, beautiful…and in immortal danger. Unless he
wants to lose her forever, he’ll have to rethink everything
he once believed about love and destiny as well as
confront an enemy who’s terrifyingly close.
Strong-willed and beautiful Scottish warrior Seonaid
Dumbar is ordered by King Henry to marry Englishman
Blake Sherwell and leads her new husband on a merry
chase when she flees to a new stronghold, planning to
wage war on his heart.
3 novellas, previously published individually. Now
rewritten and expandedLife by Lizette, Death by Delilah,
Giggles by GabbyLizette has spent three hundred years
on earth, but this is the first time in a therapist's office.
She feels her life has lost its meaning...and she wants
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advice on ending it. The moment she steps into Colin's
office he knows he has to help her...and he knows he has
to have her. Delilah Mills, a navy enlistee, is on the verge
of finding true love with the help of her grandmother. The
elder Delilah can't resist the urge to meddle-even if she's
a ghost.Joshua Sparks, a naval officer, discovers his
crush on Delilah is mutual. Now the Navy says they can't
date. Getting around the rule is easier than not getting
caught!Gabrielle Sparks' dream job is a nightmare. The
only perk for the vibrant extrovert is the hot guy who
delivers spring water to the office. Jose Santiago carries
giant water bottles over one well-muscled shoulder. Yet
he takes on a superhero role whenever anyone calls for
help-especially Gabby.
Contemporary Arab Women Writers and Poets
Single White Vampire
A dead funny romantic comedy
A Gothic Paranormal Romance Novel
Immortally Embraced

Four of romance's hottest authors each tell a story in
which a little meddling from Mom helps her daughter
find true love.
Nothing compares to the physical chemistry between
an immortal and his life mate—or to the spellbinding
thrills in a new Argeneau novel by New York Times
bestselling author Lynsay Sands… A simple promise to
protect her friend’s infant son has turned Allie
Chambers’ existence upside down. Caring for—and
feeding—an orphaned vampire baby has been tricky
enough. But as little Liam grows, so does his appetite.
He needs more blood than she can personally supply.
And when her attempts to steal from a blood bank go
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awry, Allie wakes up surrounded by doctors, cops…and
the gorgeous, mesmerizing Magnus, who she can
neither trust nor resist. Magnus never expected to find
his life mate breaking into a blood bank. Clearly, Allie is
already entwined with his world—in deeper, more
dangerous ways than she realizes. A band of vicious
rogue immortals is in pursuit, and Magnus’ first task is
to keep her safe. His second: to awaken her to mindblowing pleasure, and hope she’ll accept the life, and
the passion, that only he can offer.
The healer-hero of an ancient prophecy, Dr. Petra
Robichaud, the M*A*S*H surgeon to an army of warring
gods, must not only keep the peace, but help an
expectant Medusa deliver her baby, while dealing with
her warrior demigod boyfriend's announcement that he
can no longer risk her life for his love. Original. 50,000
first printing.
Amor Immorati Book One: Immortally Yours
Mile High with a Vampire
The James White Review
The Return of William White, Part II
Immortally Ever After
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